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The Age of Groomers 

You see what I'm saying? We're living in a different age now. We are living in a very 

dangerous warfare now. The parents heard about it and we report on it all the time in 

the King’s Report, etc. But they don't want to believe it. That's the problem. They don't 

want to believe it. 

You have to understand, this is not your era. They’re now contacting you on phones. 

They get in the girl's DMs (Direct Messages), they're sending her pornographic pictures. 

They say, “Oh, you've never had sex before? This is going to be me banging your pussy,” 

something like that. They will send her an image of this penis being rammed into the 

vagina. It's a porno, it's sending her an image of a porno. And it says, “This is going to be 

me, baby, ramming you and you're going to love it. You never felt anything like this.” Within 30 

minutes, they got like 20 pedos doing this to this eight-year-old baby.  

So, you guys, you have to understand the type of warfare these kids are in. This is not 

your generation where you didn't have this kind of communication. The kids are in a 

literal war zone and you have to be aware of the weapons that are being used. If you 

don't, you're going to literally lose a lot of your kids in your nations to these groomers 

etc., because everybody's too shy to talk about it. Even though absolute sex was a key 

pillar of Father's teaching and he spoke openly about penis and vagina. That’s a sanitary 

version; D and P is more the language Father used. That's the stuff he was talking about 

in front of the little children too, but he was always talking about it in terms of marriage, 

the beauty of marriage. You see?  

That's why Vets4ChildRescue posts this kind of stuff so parents can educate themselves 

and see what kind of crap these guys are doing. If they're targeting a boy, for example, 

then they're going to send gay pornos to that boy's cell phone. They're going to send 

images, little GIF images, where a penis is being rammed up a guy's anus and maybe 

ejaculating inside and all the juice is dripping out. You understand? They're going to 

send those kinds of messages to your sons and grandsons and mine too. And they're 

going to be saying, “This is going to be me ramming your anus boy and you're going to love it. 

And then we're going to go out for ice cream, okay?” Do you understand? This is the reality.  

So, in any of the education, you cannot be Catholic and prudish about sexuality. This has 

been killing the church, by the way, in the Western world. Everybody, all these priests 
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and pastors who should be talking about this and warning their people, don't want to 

talk about it, and then the freaking groomers get them.   

Especially for us, we know the fall; we know the nature of the fall. So, we have to 

absolutely teach the difference between absolute sex, bad sex; absolute sex, great, good, 

pleasure, beauty, amazing, marriage, relationship, romance, all the wonderful passion 

and power of love in there. “In bad sex, you see, that's the pornos. That's all the stuff your 

friends are trying to send you. That's all the stuff these pedos, the groomers are trying to send 

you. This stuff will get you killed. This stuff will lead you to Satan. This stuff will lead you to 

destroy your body. This stuff will lead you to get AIDS.” You see I'm saying? This is what 

they're getting.  

I mean, you have to understand that the landscape now is very different. You guys got 

to check out Craig Sawyer and check out some of those posts, especially where he 

shows… he blurs out the images, but you can still kind of see them. I mean, they're 

sending hardcore porn to little, little children. You have to understand. That's the 

landscape you're trying to raise your kids in. And the church is trying to educate kids in 

this type of warfare landscape.  

That's why we got to be super, super proud of absolute sex. Super, super proud of 

awesome, amazing sex life in marriage and romance in marriage. We have to be high 

level at that too, as husband and wife, so the kids actually believe what we're saying. We 

can't have a wrecked marriage and all the kids don't see any passion there. And then 

talk about how great your marriage is going to be. They're not going to believe you.  

You're fighting a cultural spiritual war with Satan’s sex culture and the Catholics and 

the Protestant can’t do anything about it because they don't talk about any of this stuff. 

They're all too scared of it. But as people who know True Father and Divine Principle, 

my gosh it's the key of the Divine Principle, Chapter 2, the root of all evil! And all the 

evil networks of the world use it. You know what I'm saying? So, that has to be 

absolutely part of education because you are in a sexual cultural war. Who will win? 

Can you convince the kids in your country to pursue marriage? Or is that boring? The 

whole world's telling them to bang this girl, bang that boy, bang this animal, bang this 

crap, go after kids. That's fun. That's the whole world saying that. 

 

Father’s Teaching on Absolute Sex  

Right? So how do you compete with that? Well, it's what Father gave us, absolute sex. 

We have absolute sex in marriage and romance. But you have to have people that are 

very excited about their marriage and all that. The children have to be able to see that 

because they're going to get the content, but they're going to watch the couple. Is the 

couple hot on fire with the Holy Ghost and have a great marriage and they can feel that 
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love? You know, so that's important, and that's going to be more and more important as 

we go. 

That's why we're training up the young people here to train in their marriages a lot. You 

know, like doing the romancing, having a great sex life. That is absolutely key to holding 

civilization together, but also convincing the next generation that, “Hey, sex in marriage is 

way better than this crap. That stuff looks fun, but it's going to wreck your body; it’s going to 

give you STDs, and all that stuff. No! Marriage, absolute sex; this is the power. This is the 

beauty. This is why you got penis and vagina. You got this for this reason; not to play around like 

that. For this reason. It's called marriage, it’s called the Blessing, it’s called the covenant with 

God, but it's also called a tremendous, tremendous blossoming of sexuality in your marriage.”  

Don't be scared of sex! Tell them, because if you don't, they're already watching porno 

anyway. 

 

How We Moon Boys Grew Up 

Thirty-four armed guards were paid to keep us there (In the East Garden property). And 

our brothers shot at us for fun. (Laughing) People don't understand that. You know, you 

can't raise the blessed children too soft. Obviously don't shoot them with BB guns, or 

anything like that. I'm not saying to do that, okay. It made us tough, but it made us 

realize, “Okay, you don't go around that corner because that's big bros’ window and a gun may 

pop out of that window.” In a suburban white community like Westchester County, 

shooting out of your window is unheard of. Our big bros would shoot out the window 

all the time. It's not weird. That's why when we come down South, they say we're like 

the rednecks; we're the Korean hillbillies. We shoot off our deck, we shoot out the 

window. They're like, “Dang, you Koreans!”  

But people don't understand. That's how we Moon boys grew up. You know, we’re 

riding quad runners. You go around the wrong big brothers’ window; they're going to 

shoot at you because you’re too loud or they're angry or whatever. It's very random. 

You get beat up. If you walk in front of them in front of the TV, they'll whoop you. They 

will whoop you. They locked us in closets for like hours and hours and hours at a time. 

Just for fun. And we could never leave the place.  

If you can digest that, then you become stronger. If you cannot, you get all sorts of 

psychological illnesses, which unfortunately, most of our family has. Me and Kook J-

hyung, we're the only normal ones. Kook J-hyung got out of that by doing business; I 

got out of that by going to the dojos. That was my outlet out of that, to go to the dojo, 

play outside. That's why I liked playing outside. I didn't like video games because I 

would still be in the house and I could run into a dangerous situation. So, I liked getting 

outside, playing outside, skateboarding, going to martial arts, whatever.  
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And then of course, the dojos, because In Jin-nuna had her husband whoop us if we got 

under a B plus. B plus? Come on, that's an 88! I never got above 60. I was getting 

whooped all the time. That's why I started the combat martial arts because I did not 

want to keep on getting whooped, and to that former brother-in-law I said, “If you touch 

me I will kill you because now I have the skills to do it.” But I literally had to do that for self-

defense because nobody protected me.  

 

Importance of Training 

That's why training is so important. Father always trained us. We did the Amazon 

jungle training. We did the Kodiak and Kiniak training. Father was always using nature 

as a training ground. And of course, he said that in the Kingdom, every child over five 

years old has to be in martial arts. Most of the parents in the church did not actualize 

what Father said.  

Part of the curriculum of a child growing up is martial arts training from five years old. 

That's what we're doing here. We're developing a softer martial arts training from five to 

like twelve, but then from twelve now they can start training the real stuff: boxing, 

Muay Thai, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, wrestling. They're really learning how to fight and defend 

themselves and defend others.  

But they're learning how to fight with the proper moral stance of “Love God, love your 

neighbor.” That's the pledge. Every time we train, the kids have to make a pledge that 

they don't use these skills to bully or to oppress, but they use it to defend. You know 

what I'm saying? And of course, they use the training and discipline they learn in a 

martial arts training to do what? Protect their sexual organ. They actually make that 

pledge every time they train. I don't know if you guys are aware of that.  

 

The Kingdom of God CIG Culture 

About those kinds of curricula, you should talk to Victor Moon and get those pledges 

and stuff to your younger youth groups because otherwise they're growing up detached 

from the Kingdom culture. You know what I mean? 

You want to make sure you don't just do your nation's cultural thing. We have a 

Kingdom of God Cheon Il Guk culture and you want to plug into that and make sure 

you're trying to reproduce that in your nation. Otherwise, you're just following along 

with whatever culture your nation has, and that's going to be different. And your kids 

are not going to be part of Cheon Il Guk culture. 
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So, you want to make sure that you're plugging into all the different training that is done 

here and trying to implement that at a secondary level where you're at, and then take 

advantage of the Academies that we're starting up again once we build the Grand 

Sanctuary here. We will keep that up, then you can send kids to do the training here. 

We'll have 40-day training. Also, Erikawa Kaicho requests a one-week training; that's a 

little too short, a little too easy, but anyway, we'll make it hard.  

And the kids have to sign. We make them sign, “you're coming here not because your 

parents forced you, but because you want to come.” See, we don't like it when the parents just 

force them to come and just pretend the church has to fix them. That's very 

irresponsible. We make the kids sign, “You are coming not because you're being forced by 

your parents and nagged by your mom to come. You are coming out of your own free volition to 

engage in the Academy training.” They have to take personal responsibility. They could 

whine, “Hey! Mom sent me. Hey! Dad sent me. Hey! I’m being forced to.” This kind of 

baloney. So, you want to make sure the young people are getting that good training.  

 

The Kings’ & Priests’ Ministry 

Also, we're going to be developing the motorcycle ministry and the men's ministry. 

We're going to be doing the deliverance ministry for men for the Rod of Iron Riders to 

start with, with very strong music worship. We'll do some of the very strong King 

Bullethead raps or something like that, and very hard kind of deliverance music, very, 

very, very, powerful to chase out demons. But no women or children allowed in that 

one. It’s just for men.  

A lot of women don't understand if you are married to an alpha male, he's leading your 

family so he doesn't want to have you or the children see him be weak and vulnerable. 

Now when he gets older, like 60, 70, they're more mature, they're okay with that. But not 

when they're in their 20s or 30s; they're still trying to grow and be strong as a man. They 

don't want to show weakness and that's fine. So, we have a place where the men can 

come together, they can still be strong, be hard and strong, but amongst their brothers; 

nobody will tell who cried and who got delivered of this spirit. There are no women 

watching you and gossiping about you or whatever. It's only the men and the brothers 

and we protect one another, so you can let it out and you can shout and scream, and 

whatever needs to come out can come out. And it's not in the presence of your children 

or your wife or anybody you are leading.  

This is also something that men need. So, we're developing that for the males, to have 

that place where they can really cry out to God without watching the nunchi of the girls 

or the babies or the kids, etc.; without watching any nunchi. Being able to just be in front 

of Father's throne as a boy, as a son. No girls watching you, no kids watching you, and 
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just your brothers all there to support you, and pray for you. And you can cry your eyes 

out to Father, you can shout, and we’ll all help chase the devils out that need to be 

chased out.  

This kind of thing is very important for the healthy, strong leadership of good kings and 

priests. We are also developing that for the men in our community because as people are 

now more and more realizing men are not robots. Men have all the realms that women 

have, but they don't want to express them the same way and that's fine; that’s how God 

made us. But they do need that intimacy with the father.  

But yeah, we're developing the kings’ and priests’ ministry for our males and our 

fathers, so that they get very strong worship sessions and demon-chasing training. So, 

they learn how to do hard praying and fervent praying, and exorcisms and fighting 

Satan. You know what I mean? But not in the presence of women and children; it's a 

training ground for them to be in a safe place. They don't have to watch anybody's 

nunchi, but they can be amongst their brothers and other strong men and other priests 

that are there praying for them. They can develop those skills so when they do go back 

home and they do go to their kingdom, they are equipped to fight Satan and to lead 

their pack to Kingdom come. Hallelujah!  

We're developing those kinds of things, so you definitely want to stay plugged into the 

different trainings we are doing. So please contact Victor Moon and then have those 

systems brought into your communities. When we have the Academies, you can send 

the young people here. We'll do training with them. You know what I mean? That's a 

good opportunity for them to plug into the Kingdom culture.  

We're going to try to set it up so each Academy has obviously a lot of different 

challenges that they have to do. Theological, mind-body unity, adventure-training, 

martial arts, all that kind of hard stuff, too. There's a whole bunch of stuff, there are a lot 

of challenges that they have to face, a lot of challenging the fears, but it's good training.  

 

True Father & Training 

A lot of the people start realizing, “Oh, what is this whole training culture the Second King is 

always talking about?” or whatever. No! No! We grew up in this kind of culture. Always 

Father made us do training. The Westerners, unfortunately never translate it as training. 

They call it “mind-body unity”. You know, when Father said 훈련 hunlyeon, they would 

say “practice” or something like that. Practice and training are totally different. In 

practice, you're not accountable to anyone. In training, you are accountable to your 

coaches, your sergeant majors, your sergeants. You are accountable. You got people over 

you that are watching you, making sure you're doing it right. Training is totally 
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different. It's a totally different level of responsibility when you use the word practice 

versus training.  

You know, in Korea, when we say kunsa hunlyeon군사훈련 or military exercises or 

training, it's literally the word Father would use for “mind and body training”. He 

would use “training”.  

That's why he was so fanatic about hiking the mountain every day when he was in his 

30s and 40s with the early church. You can hear it in Kang True Mother's testimony. 

Every single day he made them climb the mountain; every single day as part of their 

training. In the West you guys didn't see that because Father came in his 50s and 60s; he 

was older and he was going more towards fishing. But in Korea and Japan they saw 

Father hiking those mountains every single day. He was not just a pastor studying; he 

was leading his flock. He was physically making them do training every single day. 

I don't know if you guys in the West know that, but Father at the Divine Principle 

workshops, he would wrestle the students; they would have wrestling matches and 

Father would wrestle. For example, Father would wrestle a man who was a top-level 

Korean wrestler, during the Divine Principle lectures. You see what I’m saying? You see 

how physical he is? This is what you don't want to lose. You don't want to lose this 

physicality of the Father because if it gets just too theological and too academic, you'll 

lose the flavor on the ethnicity and the taste of the culture of the Kingdom. You will lose 

the flavor and the culture of the Father. That's why he needs his lineage here, because 

we keep that alive. We grew up like that, and we need to teach our sons; we teach our 

boys to do that too. We pass that culture down and that's why the lineage is so 

important.  

So, you really want to plug in. You don't want to just take your nation's culture and try 

to adopt it. That's not the Kingdom culture. You want to take Father's lineage, his 

Kingship culture; that's what you want to plug into and then try to adopt it in your 

nations. We want to change the nations towards Father, not change Father towards the 

nations. Amen! You know what I mean?  

 

No Feminist Propaganda 

For your young people, there will be something like the Rocky Mountain trek, that 

would be at 12,000 feet. We'll do section eight and nine again, that's about 38 miles, so 

it's right about 40 miles. And then it's 12,500-foot elevation; that's like the Swiss Alps 

level. Very, very, very dangerous. Many people die; every year, many people die in the 

Rockies because we also have the cougar, you know, the mountain lion, and the bears in 
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there. And once you get in there, you can't come out; it takes like seven miles just to get 

out. Once they're in, they're in. So, it's very dangerous.  

It requires a lot of training preparation and beforehand it’s better. And a lot of mental 

toughness because all the kids want to quit. And the girls, they see the difference 

between girls and boys. The strength. Something this hard, a lot of the girls couldn't 

make it. Everybody vomiting. You know what I mean? And boys had to carry a lot of 

girls' packs.  

But this is a good experience for girls to see that all that feminism stuff that teaches, 

“Women, you can be as strong as men,” this is baloney. There's a big difference physically 

between men and women. That's why the combat arts, the real fighting arts, and of 

course, real hard stuff like this, it makes the young girls realize that, so they're not 

deluded. They realize, “Oh, I should respect men. I can't damn all men and buy into this 

feminine lie that I don't need men. That society doesn't need men and it should look down on 

them.” That’s an arrogant, wicked, wicked, demonic, fallen Eve ideology.  

And if you do that, Islam is coming in. Because if you get rid of all the strong males in 

your society, Islam will come in and there are very bad, bad, bad alpha males coming. 

You want good alpha males; you want good Christian alpha males who are like Christ. 

If you get rid of those through feminism and the stupid satanic fallen Eve ideology, then 

the bad alpha males come in like Islam. And then the women are slaves. So, the girls 

really have to understand the propaganda that's all around them.  

 

Different Kinds of Upcoming Training 

This kind of physical training, that is almost like life and death. I mean air is so thin up 

there, you could pass out. One of the girls almost died up there this time, but her 

brothers saved her. They got the oxygen mask on her and were pumping the oxygen in, 

and she was resuscitated. Satan was really trying to destroy them, but You know by 

God's grace… 

Think about this also: this was the first time these young people could do the training 

with the Third King too. And building those bonds of trust and brotherhood for his 

generation, his ministry, that was a big, big gift. And of course, he did a great job on the 

training as well.  

That kind of training is coming up again next year, so we'll be organizing that. Kook Jin 

Nim is sending some of his kids and donating a very high-quality satellite phone so we 

can actually talk to the teams on the satellite phone, which is great. Just keep that in 

mind for your young people all across the world. They can come, but you want to prep 

them; you want them to be training before they come. You want them to be doing 
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altitude training, like hiking mountains. And wearing like a bandana, covering your 

breathing. You're making your breathing harder so that you're training your lungs to be 

able to deal with very low oxygen. That helps a tremendous amount. 

And then in the training, what we did was, we did one 8-hour training with the young 

people, 8 hours. And then the next week we did 12 hours. In the actual trekking, they 

had to hike almost 16 hours on the last day, from 4 in the morning to 11 at night. So, it's 

not a joke, it's not a joke. If the young people want to come on that, you really got to 

make sure that they are not deluded and they're getting ready to hike 14 hours a day. 

And then get up the next day and do it again. You know what I mean? They have to 

have gone through that test. If they don't prep properly, they're going to get injured or 

they may die on the actual trek. That's how dangerous it is. So, if the parents want to 

send them on this, I recommend they start training now. Don't send your children to die 

and then blame us for it, when it's your fault. You know what I mean?  

So that kind of good training is coming up. This was the second team that went. The 

second team, they're going to be going with us also to Florida scuba training. They're 

getting the PADI licenses, they have to go 10-day licensing training. And they will do a 

scuba training with me, the Queen and the General Inspector next summer as well. 

That's easier in terms of physical work.  

 

A Life-Changing Experience 

But we don't recommend the kids from overseas who have never trained with us to 

jump into the easy stuff first. We want them to do the hard stuff first. They should earn 

their respect, earn their stripes. Then they get the respect of all these guys that are with 

us here. All the guys that are around me in our community, they've all been trained by 

me, so they're all tough. I've been training them hard.  

So, we don't want the kids from overseas just thinking, “We're going to just jump in and be 

at their level.” No, they're blue and purple belts here, and all the kids coming from 

overseas, they're starting at white belts, so they got to go through the hard stuff first. 

You want to make sure you tell your kids that. “Don't think you're going there and you're 

going to be blue and purple. You're going to be white belt.”  

Make sure you tell them and frame the context correctly. We're not going to treat them 

like royalty here; they're going to get whooped. They're going to go through training 

here, so they have to understand that mindset. This is to unlock their epigenetics that 

God gave them and it's not easy. They're probably going to be barfing the first day. 

They're probably going to be scared out of their wits when they have to fight other 

people and do the martial arts Peace Police-Peace Militia training. They'll be very scared 
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and they'll want to quit. So, you want to prep them for that kind of stuff. You don't want 

to scare them, but you want to prep them. You know what I mean? Very important.  

But kids who get through it, many, many of the kids, they have literally life-changing 

experience and then their life trajectory changes. They go from real lazy, porno addicted, 

just losers and all of a sudden… Usually we do a three-month training with the 

Academy. We had kids that could not even do 10 push-ups. By the time they’re leaving 

here,                                                                                                                                                                  

They’re doing 300 push-ups a day.                                                                                                                    

And they've been training in the martial arts training,                                                                                             

And they've been doing the theological training,                                                                                           

And they've been doing some of the different adventure training,                                                                                                     

And they now know how to ride a motorcycle; whatever training they're doing.                                                                                                                                                                   

And they went parachuting, etc.                                                                                                                  

So, they really understand Father’s culture of training, and training in nature and 

training the body hard to be a good protector and a warrior for God.  

That's really what Christianity is desperately needing because they're creating such soft 

boys and girls. You walk into a Christian church and there are beta boys everywhere. It's 

ridiculous. They're so weak; it's ridiculous. It's like a joke. Anybody who's like a real 

man, goes around that, and says, “Why would I ever want to be like these boys?” You know 

what I mean? It's just ridiculous. Christianity has become way too soft. That's why the 

Left and the Communist groomers LGBT are walking right over all the Christian 

churches. 

 

Father is Strong 

Father's culture is strong. Our Father is strong. He's a warrior. He was a wrestler since 

he was seven years old. He was in multiple wars. He was in death camp, prison camp. 

This man is a strong man. He's no Hollywood Jesus flying on some surfboard with a 

toga. Our Father is a strong man. And I as a martial artist, I love that about Father. I love 

that. I love that about Father!  

I mean when we were in Congo and Nigeria, we were trying to get Father onto the 

plane. Father was giving a speech in Nigeria or Congo and we had to leave, otherwise 

we have to wait like another day or two. So, everybody's saying, “Oh, please, please, you 

got to get Father to get on the plane.” Father's been speaking like already six hours. So, 

we're, “Father, we got to get on the plane. We got to go Father. Please, we got to get on the 

plane.” He said, “Come here, boy!” and he smacked me! And I said, “Whoo! Yeh! Daddy!” 

And he said, “Tell your wife to come here. Yeonah, come here!” and he grabbed the queen 

and went, “Wah!” He smacked her. The Queen was traumatized. She was like,” Whoa! 
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Father!” ln Korea, father-in-law and daughter-in-law is a very tense relationship. Even 

the women on the plane were saying, “Oh, Father, you struck your daughter-in-law.” And 

Father was like, “I didn’t slap my daughter-in-law. I slapped my daughter.” But actually, the 

Queen was traumatized by that. She was like, “Oh, my gosh!” Because she was not 

trained at that time.   

I'm fine with it because a slap is like nothing. I get punched in the face by Thai boxers, 

professional boxers. I train with these guys, so they hit you in the head. It's not a 

problem. I just thought it was great. I said, “Father, when you smacked me in the face, I was 

so proud because man, my Daddy is still young and vibrant; virility, power.” Father was so 

happy. He was so happy because that's the proper attitude.  

Because I grew up in the fighting world, so to me, when Father does that, that's love. I'm 

not some suburban weakling, so for me, that was love. For Father this was the last time 

he would see those Nigerian children of his. You know what I mean? So, I got no 

problem being hit in the face. But the Queen had not gone through that kind of training. 

I had not trained her in boxing or Muay Thai yet. She's more artsy, so she was kind of 

traumatized by that. But she saw how I reacted, and she said, “Wow, how can you react 

like that? Whoa!” She said she was very inspired by how I reacted to what Father did. She 

was angry that she got hit. But then when she heard Father say, “I didn't hit my daughter-

in-law. I hit my daughter,” she said, “Ah! Father loves me.” She realized, “Father loves me.” 

And then when she understood the context of Father's African children that he may 

never see again on the physical plane, then of course who cares about a plane ride then, 

right? So, all those stupid secretaries running around trying to get him on the plane, I 

should have said, “Shut up and sit down. Let Father speak. If we leave tomorrow, we're leaving 

tomorrow. We'll go see the giraffes or whatever.”  

See this is the problem with just academic study; you'll never get this cultural flavor of 

the Lord. This is the reality and this is what he does with his boy. This is the kind of 

heartistic landscape we are operating in with Father And it's all love, it's all love; it's all 

respect. It's all, “My daddy loves me.” You know all of that. 

But in Western Christianity you can't understand it. Everything becomes so theological; 

everything becomes so detached from the culture of Christ and his masculine physical 

presence. You know what I mean? We don't want to lose that.  

Anyway, that's a long way to say that if you want to send your kids to do the training, 

you want to prep them properly, get them physically trained up. We will have that 

information up so you guys can plug in with Victor Moon and then have the young 

people also come on those epic, epic conditions and epic training for the next generation. 

Okay, that's all! 
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